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a b s t r a c t

Digital technologies in combination with creative activities have been introduced in schools as a
strategy for learning and teaching activities offering scaffolding opportunities. Additionally, digital
game-based learning (DGBL) activities have also been tried out in schools in recent years, as well
as different mobile technologies, with the ambition to create smart learning. In this study, we aim to
explore how school children’s collaborative interactions, while engaged in problem-solving activities
using smart and mobile technology, unfolds. Drawing from a contextual perspective on learning, our
study combines theoretical views on joint participation, affordances and sense of community in relation
to collaborative interactions. Questions posed in this study are: (1) In what ways do children’s digital
game design activities drive and/or support collaborative interactions while engaged in problem-
solving activities? and (2) How are children’s digital game design ideas manifested during game design
activities involving smart mobile technology? The study is based on a case where a creative workshop
involving 22 Swedish third-grade children (9–10 years of age) participating in game design activities
carried out in a pedagogical lab setting. By employing a thematic analysis, the results of the study
show that the children deployed different orientations in their collaborative interactions, and that
a sense of community emerged when the children worked on solving the problem of designing and
producing a joint digital game idea, using mobile technology. On the basis of this, we argue that, when
designing for educational activities involving smart mobile technology, it is pivotal to be aware of the
pedagogical context, since this aspect of the design creates meaningful collaborative interactions; it is
only then smart mobile technology becomes smart. These results have important implications for the
methodological field of including smart mobile technology in learning situations.

© 2022 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

There is a strong discourse in the field of smart technol-
gy stating that mobile technologies, tablets, and different so-
alled smart technological devices have become essential parts
f children’s everyday life. In recent years, smart technology has
merged in the educational domain as a tool to make learning
ore efficient (e.g. Chang & Hwang, 2019; Garshi, Wist Jakob-
en, Nyborg-Christensen, Ostnes, & Ovchinnikova, 2020). Enabling
hildren to learn through using smart technology is at the centre
f both research and practice. When it comes to learning, how-
ver, these technological devices become smart only if grounded
n a solid pedagogical foundation; they need to be used in a smart
ay to become smart (Pesare, Roselli, & Corriero, 2016; Spector,
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2014). There seems to be a need to further clarify how children
can learn by means of smart technology in meaningful ways in
educational settings.

Research shows that the application of mobile learning as well
as the use of game-based instructional strategies promotes stu-
dents’ learning and engagement (e.g. Chang & Hwang, 2019). The
concept of game-based learning is thus promoted to offer several
possibilities for supporting learning outcomes when using educa-
tional or commercial games (Connolly, Boyle, MacArthur, Hainey,
& Boyle, 2012; Perrotta, Featherstone, Astib, & Houghton, 2013).
Similarly, Chang and Hwang (2019) claim that ‘‘good gaming or
gamification models and learning strategies could be a crucial
factor affecting students’ learning achievement’’ [2:86]. Nousi-
ainen, Kangas, Rikala, and Vesisenabo (2016) and Nousiainen,
Vesisenabo, and Eskelinen (2015) relates gaming and gamifi-
cation to game-based learning, which they argue is grounded
in four game-based approaches: using educational games, using
entertainment games, learning by making games and using game
rticle under the CC BY license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
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lements in non-game settings (gamification). While educational
ames have clearly defined didactic goals and objectives, enter-
ainment games can have relevant subject-related content. For
he approach of making games, the learner develops knowledge
bout making content by using technology. Gamification turns
nto a non-game activity to make it more attractive and motivat-
ng. Compared to playing games, designing games is suggested
o provide greater engagement and learning (Vos, van der Meij-
en, & Denessen, 2011). There is also a potential in using game
reation as a pedagogical strategy in classroom activities (An &
ao, 2017; Magen-Nagar, Shachar, & Argaman, 2019; Wu, 2018).
n this regard, collaboration has been identified as an important
lement when interacting with smart technology in activities of
reating digital games (Kim, Cho, & Lee, 2013; Magen-Nagar et al.,
019). Creating games is not a new idea in teaching activities, but,
ccording to Kafai (Kafai, 2006; Papert, 1989), ‘‘Far fewer people
ave sought to turn the tables: by making games for learning
nstead of playing games for learning’’. However, the effects of
ame-based learning in terms of making games is still largely
nexamined (Gallagher & Grimm, 2018).
Designing games can be a complex activity, as game-based

asks must be adapted to children’s knowledge and skills. Schmidt
2011) underlines that when activities are perceived as complex
y children, their interest and concentration decrease, which po-
entially can influence their performance and engagement. On the
ther hand, Kangas (2010) identified that digital game-making
ctivities offered children opportunities to practice collaborative
ork in groups and, thereby, enhanced a sense of community.
hus, research indicates that the process of creating digital games
an be considered as a vehicle for collaborative problem-solving,
here acts of making and creating can reveal complexity of tasks
s well as of interactions in which children can make sense of
he world. This means that the understanding of creation is not
nly about creation of things, but also about interpretation and
eaning making (Ind & Coates, 2013). This perspective is partic-
larly relevant when considering collaborative problem-solving
rocesses by means of digital game creation, as it serves to foster
kills in making and creating, as well as those related to working
ith other people and empathising with them (Koh, Chai, Wong,
Hong, 2015). Despite these recent developments, a broader un-
erstanding of how game-based learning activities, in particular
ocusing on game creation with smart mobile technology, can
rovide a viable learning tool is still lacking. A clear conclusion
rom this literature is that this gap in research refers to the impor-
ance of transcending digital game creation aspects inherent in
he activity to encourage different ways of being productive and,
hereby, enable children to probe different orientations towards
roblem solving and experimentation.
To address this research gap, the overall aim of this paper is to

nvestigate how school children’s collaborative interactions, while
ngaged in problem-solving activities using smart and mobile
echnology, unfolds. Research shows that when children are in-
olved in game-making activities, they develop problem-solving
kills (European Commission, 2016; Grover & Pea, 2013; Javrh
Mozina, 2018). This has to do with the fact that they are

orced to explore different strategies and possible solutions as
ell as confronting problems and organising their actions (Bers,
lannery, Kazakoff, & Sullivan, 2014). This is supported by Chang,
u, Weng, and Sung (2012), who found that children improved

heir problem-solving performance with a game-based learning
pproach in comparison with traditional instruction. By creat-
ng space for ‘making’ activities, children experience increased
onfidence in their problem-solving and project planning abili-
ies (Papavlasopoulou, Giannakos, & Jaccheri, 2019).

Our contribution to this approach is to analyse how Swedish

chool children (9–10 years of age) work collaboratively with

2

problem-solving in the form of game-based design activities.
Furthermore, to emphasise the importance of understanding how
school children can explore collaboratively while creating in
learning situations and how such processes can be facilitated.
This contributes to the clarification of a pedagogical foundation
for children’s learning with smart mobile technology that can be
operationalised in educational settings. Supporting this aim, the
following research questions are posed in the study: (1) In what
ways do children’s digital game design activities drive and/or
support collaborative interactions while engaged in problem solv-
ing activities? and (2) How are children’s digital game design
ideas manifested during game design activities involving smart
mobile technology? On this note, we wish to contribute to the
field by exploring the possible mediating roles of smart mobile
technologies used in an educational setting.

1.1. Smart mobile technology and digital game creation

Smart mobile technology in the form of tablets and smart-
phones is a widely available tool for most people, no matter
age (Samaha & Hawi, 2016). This kind of technology has been
identified as multi-functional, which contributes to its attrac-
tiveness as a tool for learning (Schilhab, 2017). In their book
chapter, Kearney, Burden, and Schuck (2019) identify that learn-
ing with smart learning technology is effective through its holistic
characteristics, which can empower the learners to e.g., prac-
tice agency. In particular, and in line with Kim et al. (2013),
they (Kearney et al., 2019) have identified collaboration as an
essential element when interacting with smart mobile technol-
ogy. Chang and Hwang recently conducted a systematic litera-
ture review of published journal articles between 2007 to 2016
on the topic of mobile technology-supported game-based learn-
ing (Chang & Hwang, 2019). The aim of their review was to
highlight the research domain and to identify trends in mobile
game-based learning. They conclude that this is an important
research field and that ‘‘future studies could focus more on how
to develop mobile game-based learning strategies and models
which are more diverse, educational, and appropriate for all ages
after examining the learning strategies adopted in the existing
digital game-based learning and mobile learning studies’’ [2:86].
Furthermore, they claim that ‘‘good gaming or gamification mod-
els and learning strategies could be the crucial factor affecting
students’ learning achievement’’ [2:86].

Pedagogical activities that include iPads or tablets together
with various apps can serve as examples of learning with smart
mobile technology. Research shows that the application of smart
mobile technology in combination with game-based instructional
strategies promotes students’ motivation and learning (e.g. Chang
& Hwang, 2019). Furthermore, research shows that combining
tangible objects with mobile apps to access new content can
assist children in capturing details of what they find interesting
to explore (Delprino et al., 2018). The authors show how the use
of smart technology in the form of pervasive games encouraged
children to conduct in-depth investigations of the physical en-
vironment. In the present study we included both smart mobile
technology and creative material through the ‘making’ of a stop-
motion video via a smart app. This was envisioned to impact the
children’s engagement (cf Yannier, Hudson, Wiese, & Koedinger,
2016). Another way to engage the children was by the means
of collaboration. Researchers have pointed out that collaboration
and promoting interactions among students while working with
developing game designs is helpful in improving their learning
performance (e.g. Hwang, Wu, & Chen, 2012; Sánchez & Oli-
vares, 2011; Sung & Hwang, 2013; Triantafyllakos, Palaigeorgiou,
& Tsoukalas, 2011).
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Despite the fact that children of today have access to and can
se different kinds of mobile smart technologies to practice col-
aboration, further research is needed to nurture it while involved
n game-based learning activities (Behnamnia, Kamsin, Ismail, &
ayati, 2018). In this regard, creating games as a pedagogical
roblem-solving strategy shows promising learning results. Pre-
ious studies have elucidated how children learn through the
ctivity of production (cf Papert, 1989). In the present study, we
ave framed a game making activity as a way to push collab-
rative problem-solving among school children by creating an
nvironment that allows them to explore smart mobile tech-
ology. Similarly, Cebeci and Tekdal (2006) have pointed out
hat activities involving creation have positive learning potentials
hen children are making podcasts. Kinnula and Iivari (2021)

dentified the significance of context in relation to promoting
hildren’s participation in digital technology design and making.
n that note, Makhaeva, Frauenberg, and Spiel (2016) found that
he design space has an effect in a creative process. As a crucial
spect of this, Cumbo, Eriksson, and Iversen (2019) underline
he importance of a combination of a child-led activity and a
espectful adult guidance can lead to new insights. All in all,
his shows how the context of a collaborative problem-solving
esign task can influence children’s participation and engagement
hile using smart mobile technology. As Kinnula and Iivari [38:5]
xpress it, ‘‘children’s genuine participation in digital technology
esign does not happen in isolation/.../ it happens as part of the
omplex web of life’’. Thus, the complexity of children’s social
ctions, their experiences and interactions need to be considered
o create conditions for a meaningful activity as well as in the
ubsequent analysis of it.
The above-mentioned complexity issue goes hand in hand

ith the complex task of designing a game including the use of
mart mobile technology as it has to be adapted to all participat-
ng children’s knowledge and skills. Gennari et al. (2017) suggest
hat such an activity should be split into different phases so that
he activity forms a meaningful continuity for children. While
tudies by Gennari et al. (2017) and Schmidt (2011) propose
hat such an approach should be split into different days or
eeks, we have chosen to apply this kind of segmentation of the
ame design activity taking place over half a day. In doing so,
hildren will step through different phases while designing digital
ame ideas including analysis of game goal, ideating solutions
nd conceptualising this ideation (Adams, 2014). This is what
s considered as a prolonged problem-oriented design activity.
hile Sanders and Stappers (2014) underline that children learn

bout designing through practical and joyful hands-on experi-
nces, developing game designs using smart mobile technology
ot only include creation but also cognitive skills, such as problem
olving as well as social skills. In this paper, we consider the
ombination of creative, cognitive and social aspects of a design
rocess as foundational. Kress (2010) states that abstract matters
f teaching become tangible through different materiality. When
reating games, children can interpret abstract aspects into tangi-
le and collaborative dynamics in environments that allow them
o explore subject matters through meaningful creations. There-
ore, a digital game design activity and the tasks involved has to
arefully consider children’s ways of expressing themselves, for
xample by providing them with a variety of suitable tools. In
his regard, Khaled and Vasalou (2014) created generative toolkits
o support children’s game design activity through brainstorm-
ng and story-boarding techniques. This is in line with Landoni,
ubegni, and Nicol (2018) as well as Mazzone, Iivari, Tikkanen,
ead, and Beale (2010), who suggested using props to get children
tarted on an activity and the use of different media to encourage
maginative outcomes. This means that children’s performance
n collaborative problem-oriented design tasks and their engage-
ent in design become important values. The next section will
3

elaborate on the theoretical framework of this paper introducing
analytical concepts that will guide the data analysis to answer the
previously mentioned research questions.

2. Theoretical framework

Based on the above presented related work section, a con-
textual perspective on design and learning has evolved, which
implies a consideration of complex relations between individ-
uals, an activity, and the contextual environment as mutually
integrated (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Furthermore, it implies that
human action, social and individual, is mediated by tools and
signs (Engeström, Miettinen, & Punamäki, 1999). In particular,
we focus on how these kinds of interactions come into play
when groups of children work together to solve a problem-
oriented design task (Dillenbourg, 1999). In such situations, nego-
tiation, joint construction, and understanding between children
are considered as essential to collaboration and problem solv-
ing (Littleton & Hakkinen, 1999; Mercer, 1994). The first research
question about how children’s digital game design activities drive
and/or support collaborative interactions while engaged in prob-
lem solving activities concerns how children orientate towards
this kind of activity. This refers to a sociocultural take on chil-
dren’s talk, which, among others, can be focused on the task or
related to social aspects of the digital game creation (i.e., the
problem-solving task) (Damşa, Ludvigsen, & Andriessen, 2013).
The second research question, how children’s digital game design
ideas are manifested during the activity, directs towards aspects
of the collaborative design activity, i.e., the creation involving
smart mobile technology. Here, we draw on Kress’ (Kress, 2010)
take on the concept of affordances, which refers to their distinct
meaning-potentials. The remainder of this section elaborates on
these two core analytical concepts: collaborative orientations and
collaborative affordances.

2.1. Collaborative orientations

Through collaboration people create shared meaning and un-
derstanding when they participate in domain-specific activities.
This acknowledges an inclusion of tools that participants’ take on
board as meaningful in a problem-solving activity, for example
when trying out ideas and providing arguments in discussions.
When collaboration is part of a scientific study, institutional
aspects also become part of the analysis (Damşa et al., 2013). In
the context of the present study, institutional aspects refer to the
goals and tasks included in the activity and are realised in the
interaction by the children involved. This means that children,
while collaborating, orient themselves towards the given task or
the social dimension that is part of the task. Studies have identi-
fied how children move between these different orientations (cf
Furberg, 2010). In an educational institutional context, children
interpret how they are expected to act and interact, as well as
what they are expected to do and learn. Learning the content
related to the task is part of this context (Damşa et al., 2013).
The content refers to the domain-specific procedures of creating
a digital game design: the task, the goals and the resources at
hand thus give direction to children’s problem-solving activity. In
the present study, task orientation refers to children’s eagerness
to finish the task rather than spend time on the social aspects of
problem-solving.

The social orientation of collaboration includes both joint
agreement and diversity between participants. Barab and Plucker
(2002) emphasise diversity between people as a resource for
generating new ideas. In a collaborative setting, disagreements
can happen when individuals experience difficulties in creating
a connection between the goals of their actions and the task
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t hand (Barab & Plucker, 2002; Damşa et al., 2013), or when
ifferent solutions are proposed by the participants included
n the collaboration (Barron, 2000). Damşa et al. (2013) state
hat such diversities or contradictions can be productive if they
esult in further negotiation or elaboration of the disagreement in
uestion. Another difficulty is related to group conversation mat-
ers related to disagreements and negotiations as these require
hildren’s turn taking skills, which are rather abstract for children
o manage. In their study, Gennari, Melonio, and Rizvi (2019)
ave addressed this issue by implementing tangible objects to
oster children’s turn taking in groups. This showed to positively
nfluence children’s conversational behaviours (Gennari et al.,
019). Lave and Wenger (1991) state that successful collaboration
s a result of a movement from being a peripheral participant in
n activity to becoming a central contributor in a collective and
roductive way.
These two orientations (task or social) towards collaboration

re the units of our analysis, where the interaction between
he children constitutes the analytical starting point. Here, we
re interested in how the children unpack the specific task to
ake sense of what they want to do as well as how they define

hemselves as participants in the activity (Krange & Ludvigsen,
009). Thus, we look at which orientations become activated
n the collaborative design process and how they influence the
ollaboration. The analytical concepts emerged after repeated
nalysis of the data and were thus not elaborated beforehand.

.2. Collaborative affordances

In our analysis, contextual understandings, in particular how
he different tools at hand afford children’s collaboration to gen-
rate and manifest their ideas by means of these tools. Here,
e lean on a social semiotic perspective and apply Kress’ (Kress,
010) definition of affordances in the sense that they, on the
ne hand, rest on the materiality of a certain tool and, on the
ther hand, how they function in social environments. Thus, af-
ordances as such have distinct meaning-potentials (Kress, 2010),
oth when it comes to smart mobile technology and to collabo-
ation. Consequently, children’s collaborative interactions cannot
e defined by a certain set of properties, but in terms of how
hese properties are used, i.e., how they become operational in
ontext (Winograd, 2001).
In Kress’ writings on affordances, he also brings up the term

aptness’, which focuses on ‘fitness for its purpose’, e.g., is this
he best fit (the most apt) for a specific purpose [44:156]. In
his way, aptness speaks about the resources which are avail-
ble in the making of signs (e.g., digital game designs). Kress
2010) emphasises that what people identify as being the ‘best
it’ depends on their interests in context. Consequently, we apply
he analytical concept of aptness to identify the affordances that
hildren use to generate and manifest their ideas. Hence, the
uestions that need to be asked in relation to affordances are
apt for whom?, ‘apt to what?’, ‘apt to whom?’, and ‘apt when?’.
ere, the linking and framing of entities, for example of different
ame scenarios or of various game details/props, constitute a
esource for children’s meaning making (Kress, 2010), i.e., how
ffordances invite children to link (or separate) and/or frame
pecific content while realising ideas. Linking can in this way
ink different items in time as well as in space, for example
he temporal or causal links between participants and props
n a game design scenario. The two main types of linking are
laboration and extension. The latter adds new information to a
receding item, whereas elaboration contains the same informa-
ion as the preceding item (van Leeuwen, 2005). Framing creates
sense of connection or disconnection between the elements of
creation. The significance of this is that disconnected elements
4

will be understood as separated, while connected elements will
be understood as belonging together. Hence, linking and framing
are two key aspects of a creation of some kind.

In this section we posit how collaborative affordances as a
unit of analysis are identified through the analytical concepts of
aptness and linking, where our analytical interest refers to how
the affordances enable the children to realise the ideas they find
relevant to materialise. Thus, we look at what kind of affordances
become activated during the creative design activity involving
smart mobile technology.

3. Methodology

We have conducted a qualitative study, which included a case
where a workshop on game design activities with smart mo-
bile technology was applied in a pedagogical laboratory setting,
which was located at a university. The smart mobile technology
consisted of iPads with the Stop Motion Studio software app
installed, which were used by the groups of children to illustrate
their game-designs. The workshop case involved 22 Swedish third
grade children between 9–10 years of age and it was designed
to promote collaborative problem solving through the use of
smart mobile technology. To capture the children’s collaborative
interactions, we used video recordings as the primary method for
data collection. Below the method and material, data collection,
and analytical approach is further described.

3.1. Method and material

The workshop was introduced and briefly described prior to
the workshop in a written document sent to the principal of the
school, the class teacher and the participating children’s parents.
Before arriving at the workshop location within the university
premises, the children were divided into six groups by their class
teacher, with 3–4 participants in each group. In the introduc-
tion of the workshop the whole class together with their class
teacher and a teacher assistant, was gathered in the same room
where a university teacher alongside the researchers welcomed
the children and their teachers. Initially, the content and purpose
of the problem-solving workshop was described and explained
to the children. Their task was to create a prototype of a digital
game design idea, which should be presented to their fellow
classmates by means of a stop-motion film. The workshop was
divided into three phases: an introductory phase, an idea gen-
eration phase and a prototype presentation phase (see Table 1).
During the workshop, the children’s class teacher alongside the
teacher assistant also participated in the workshop activity but
kept themselves in the background. In addition, there were four
university assistants available for the children when they needed
help and they also supplied them with water and fruit. This setup
gave space for the researchers to observe the activities and take
notes during the full duration of the workshop.

3.2. Implementation of the designed workshop phases

In the first phase, the introductory phase, the university teacher
introduced the workshop for the children and explained the con-
tent and procedures of the three workshop phases. Throughout
the workshop she also helped the children by keeping track of
the time of each phase (Table 1). Besides giving the introduction,
the university teacher and the researchers had a discussion with
the children about their prior experience and use of digital games
and their knowledge on different game elements (for example,
rules, structure, plots). In this way, the researchers were able to
get a clear picture of the children’s prior experiences of digital
games. In this first phase, all children sat together in one room.
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Table 1
Workshop phases.
Workshop phases Description of workshop phases Duration of

workshop
phases

Phase 1:
Introduction

which instructed the children about
the framework of the workshop as
well as introducing the iPads, Stop
Motion Studio software, and the
creative material

15 min

Phase 2: Ideation where the children could explore
ideas and solutions using the iPads
as well as the creative material
through which they could materialise
their ideas

90 min

Phase 3: Prototype
presentation

which focused on the groups’
presentation of their game design
solutions and included description of
how they have used the smart
mobile technology

45 min

Fig. 1. Instructional material provided in the initial phase of the workshop.
[Translation of Fig. 1: in the upper left corner the theme ‘jungle’ is spelled in
Swedish (djungeln), in the upper right corner it says ‘characters’, in the lower
left corner it says ‘plot’ and in the lower right corner it says ‘props’. Under
‘characters’ the children have written ‘‘tigers: 2, monkeys: 2’’. Under ‘plot’ they
have written ‘‘Tiger chases monkey. Monkey tries to flee. Tiger fixes lunch but
can fail. Screen red when you die. If you win, stars are falling’’. Under ‘props’
they have written ‘‘3 trees, plants, small creek, lianas’’.].

The problem given to the groups to solve was to collaboratively
develop and agree on a game design idea linked to a specific
game world that was predetermined by the researchers. At the
end of the introductory phase, each group was handed an empty
storyboard sheet to fill in jointly (see Fig. 1). The storyboard
included four sections: (1) game world/theme (predetermined);
(2) characters; (3) plot; and (4) props.

At the start of the second phase of the workshop, the Idea
eneration phase, each group was assigned to their own work-
tation, which were setup in two different rooms (three groups
n each room). The workstations were all equipped with one
5

iPad per group to use and share between the group members.
The iPads had the Stop Motion Studio software installed (see
Fig. 2), which was used by the groups of children to produce a
short film or a ‘‘pitch’’ capturing their game-design idea i.e., their
prototype (final phase of the workshop). In addition, the groups
were provided with creative material, such as clay, paint, LEGO,
pencils, and markers. Each workstation was equipped with a
fixed camera facing the centre of the table, which recorded the
activities taking place around the table.

In this second phase, each group was introduced to their
individual and predetermined game design context (the jungle,
the ocean, the desert, the city, the forest, the space), which
formed the framework for starting to ideate (see Fig. 2). The
storyboard, which was handed out to the groups during the
first phase, needed to be finished before they continued to the
ideation, where they used the smart mobile technology and cre-
ative material. Here, the ideas for their specific game theme, plots
and characters were discussed and negotiated by the children in
parallel with the construction of props for the stop-motion film.
During this phase, the children worked closely in their assigned
working groups. First by filling out the storyboard and agreeing
on the plot for the game, the characters and props. After this, they
started to create different items and props for their game design.
Here, the children also moved around a lot within and between
the two rooms, getting material and looking at the other groups’
creations. The collaboration in the groups varied a bit but they all
had a strong result-orientation.

At the start of phase three, Prototype presentation, the chil-
dren started to produce their stop-motion films while at the same
time deciding on the final plot of the game design (see Fig. 3).
During this phase, the children started to negotiate more about
the plot, what props to use, and different choices that had to be
made about the stop motion production, for example in relation
to how many props they could create within the given time
frame. In one case, a group of three boys finished quite early with
their production, and after reviewing their result and realising
that they had quite a lot of time left, they decided to add some
more elements to their film. Here, the iPad (i.e. the smart mobile
technology) had a clear central role in the workshop, since it
was used to produce the stop motion film, but also used to find
other effects, such as music. In addition, the iPad served as an
engaging and motivating resource for the children in their collab-
orative problem-solving work. This phase ended with the groups
presenting their final productions for each other explaining the
plot of their games while they ran their stop-motion films. After
the three workshop phases, the workshop was finalised with a
joint lunch, where the phases of the workshop as well as the
inclusion of smart mobile technology was informally discussed
and reflected upon (see Fig. 4).

3.3. Empirical data and ethics

The empirical data included video recordings from the six
workstations (a total of 11 h), the groups’ final presentations,
and observation notes by the two authors. The video recordings
were primarily used to capture the children’s collaborative inter-
actions, and, as an added value, we could study the recordings
multiple times afterwards. Teachers and guardians were informed
about the study in writing and all guardians agreed to let their
child participate by signing informed consent forms. This consent
form included guardians’ approval of using video and photos for
scientific purposes. In addition, children were, at the workshop,
informed that they could withdraw from their participation at
any time if they in any way felt uncomfortable. In line with ethical
guidelines, all names of the participants as well as of the school
are anonymised.
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Fig. 2. Overview of one of the groups’ workstations. In the midst they are creating props for their stop motion film (with the iPad in the foreground).
Fig. 3. One of the groups working on the production of their stop-motion film.
T

.4. Analytical approach

The analysis of the collected data was carried out through
thematic approach (Braun & Clarke, 2006; Fereday & Muir-
ochrane, 2010). The transcripts were reviewed by both authors
o identify categories and themes in verbal and non-verbal actions
nd interactions between the children and the digital game-based
esign activities. The analytical phases are detailed in Table 2,
here we also describe how the procedure was carried out.
Aligned with the analytical steps presented in Table 2, the em-

irical data was transcribed and reviewed by both authors (phase
) to generate initial codes (phase 2) and organise these codes
nto initial themes (phase 3). Next, the themes were carefully
hecked by both authors (phase 4), which initiated more distinct
efinitions of the themes (phase 5). Finally, selected excerpts
ere again analysed, now in relation to the research questions
phase 6). This analytical procedure resulted in three themes:
 h

6

(1) Different orientations in collaborative interactions; (2) Affor-
dances fostering collaborative interactions; and (3) Affordances
hindering collaborative interactions. These themes are further
elaborated in the below results section.

4. Results

4.1. Different orientations in collaborative interactions

Some of the recurring patterns in the material which emerged
in the thematic analysis can be linked to the children’s differ-
ent ways of relating to each other and to the task at hand in
their collaborative interactions during the workshop. It has to
do with how they oriented themselves, usually either by being
task-oriented or oriented towards others, so called other-oriented.
hese patterns of different orientations were closely connected to
ow the collaborative interactions unfolded during the workshop
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Fig. 4. One of the groups presenting/demonstrating their stop-motion film and pitching their digital game-design idea in front of the class.
Table 2
Phases in the thematic analysis (Braun & Clarke, 2006).
Phases in thematic
analysis

Description of the analysis procedure

1. Familiarising with the
collected data

Transcribed the data, (re-)read the
data, noting initial ideas.

2. Generating initial
codes

Coded noteworthy details of the data
and arranged data relevant to the
codes.

3. Searching for themes Organised codes into initial themes.

4. Reviewing themes Checked if the themes and selected
excerpts worked in relation to coded
excerpts from phase 1 and the entire
data set (phase 2) and generated a
thematic mind map of the analysis.

5. Defining and naming
themes

Refined details of the themes and
generated clear definitions and
names of the themes.

6. Producing the analysis
paper section

Finalised the analysis of selected
excerpts by relating them back to the
research questions.

and how the children jointly used the smart mobile technology as
a means to manifest their ideas about the plot of their common
game-based design. As such, they were revealed to be crucial ele-
ments of the collaboration process, something which is to be kept
in mind when designing for educational activities including smart
mobile technology and group work amongst school children.

4.1.1. Task-orientation
The pattern of task-orientation was uttered most commonly

y the children’s joint ambitions to finalise the task at hand
ithin the given time frame. In their collaborative interactions
hey acted rather goal-driven in the sense that they were ne-
otiating details in their joint productions in order to keep the
roupwork moving forward (as can be shown in excerpt 1 below).
his strong sense of task-orientation was evident in all six groups,
nd the fact that all groups actually finished their productions in
ime supports this claim.

Negotiating, moreover, was something that took place during
ll phases of the workshop and the nature of the negotiations
lso changed during the course of the workshop and as the
ork progressed. The groups negotiated meaning about the game

esign, about the game itself and how to present it, about the

7

content of the game, and about numerous aspects regarding
the production of the stop-motion films. The negotiations often
proved to be an important feature in progressing with the task:
while they were negotiating different aspects of the task, they
were at the same time defining details concerning the task which
kept the development in motion, moving forward. As mentioned
above, in the initial phase of the workshop the negotiations were
mostly characterised by being goal driven. Towards the end of
the workshop the negotiations turned more critical, where the
time-aspect became an issue to consider.

In excerpt 1, one of the groups (consisting of two boys and
two girls) has the jungle as the theme for their game design. They
have jointly come up with a plot for their game which basically
revolves around two tigers chasing two monkeys (player 1 and
player 2) and are now in the midst of developing the background
material for their particular game design. In the example, boy
2 seems hesitant of making more than one tiger, being aware
of the time frame, and in their collaborative interaction, a ne-
gotiating dialogue emerges between the children that has to do
with finalising the joint idea about the game’s design but without
challenging the given time frame.

Excerpt 1.
Girl 2: -The only thing strange about just having one (tiger),
because there are two monkeys and it can only chase after one
at a time and in that case. . .
Boy 2: -But we only have one (tiger)
Girl 2: -Now, but then that sort of can only be one monkey as
well, otherwise it will be really weird because it can’t chase both
Boy 1: -Can’t we make a jaguar?
Boy 2: -Yes, but it will chase both and, but, then you can see who
is taken by it and they win. . .
Girl 2: -A, but it will be a bit strange because it will say ‘‘victory’’
in the end and ...
Boy 2: -Yes but we shouldn’t do the whole game
Girl 2: -No, but a part of it
Boy 1: - Can’t we make a jaguar too?
Girl 2: -But it won’t take long to do two tigers.
Boy 2: -Not two more!
Girl 2: -One more!
Girl 1: -I can make one more. Can I do one more then?
Boy 1: -But then I haven’t done anything in clay.
Boy 2: -But now we are thinking too big!

Boy 1: -No, we are not! It is easy. Can’t we make a jaguar?
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oy 2: -No, we will not add another animal!
irl 2: -One more tiger.
oy 2: -Yes, that’s enough.
irl 2: -Because otherwise it will be strange, for that ....
oy 2: -If we are having too many animals, we will not be able
o make it in time.

Here in excerpt 1, the children’s negotiations regarding details
n their common game design are evident. Girl 1 is determined
o stay true to their initial game-design idea with two tigers and
wo monkeys, whilst boy 2 is more concerned about meeting the
ime aspect and suggests cutting one of the tigers out of the plot.
irl 2 continues by accounting for possible consequences of such
decision, having effects on the entire game design. Through
egotiating arguments, they end up with a joint decision about
ow to move forward (to produce one more tiger). This example
f joint participation in the collaborative interactions mirrors how
he children’s ideas manifested during the workshop activities
hrough smart mobile technology and in relation to what was
ossible to achieve given the time frame and the affordances of
he technology.

In excerpt 2, another group (consisting of four boys) has ‘space’
s their particular game theme. They have conducted a rather
lain design for their game plot: a spaceship is simply moving
hrough space, trying to avoid bumping into meteors and other
bstacles. They have just finished producing their stop motion
ilm and are satisfied with doing so well within the given time
rame. They are glancing at the two other groups in the same
oom, both groups busy working.

xcerpt 2.
oy 1: -We were really fast!
oy 2: -Yeah, the others are not done yet.
oy 1: -Do you think ours is too short?
oy 2: -No.
oy 3: - I don’t know.
oy 4: -It is kinda short. . . and we don’t have so much stuff.
oy 3: -Yes, a bit short perhaps.
oy 4: -We could have had another. . . .
oy 1: -Should we add some more then?
oy 3: -I think so.
oy 2: -We have time, so.
In this example, the group who finalised their stop-motion

ilm quickly, quite long before the time was up, reflects upon their
ork in relation to the given task and to the other groups, still
orking. As they are watching their film, they start to express
slight nervousness that their production perhaps is not good
nough, expressed by boy 4 in terms of ‘‘It is kinda short. . . and
e don’t have so much stuff’’. It turns out the group has been
oo focused on the time frame resulting in them almost having
ompromised their game design idea. However, since they have
uch time left, they decide to make some additional work both
n the stop-motion film and with their game design, resulting
n a more qualitative final production. During this stage of their
oint collaboration, they start experimenting with different fea-
ures available in the stop motion app (such as music) and add
ome of them to their stop motion film. This example shows the
edication and the task-orientation that was displayed by the
hildren during the workshop.

.1.2. Other-orientation
The pattern of other-orientation is mainly characterised by

ow the participants were acting towards each other, especially
n the first and second phases of the workshop, with a general
ensitivity for each other’s views and ideas for their joint task
f creating a stop motion film of their game-design. Especially
n the initial phase, encouragement was shown between the
hildren when someone expressed an idea that would fit the
8

game design and/or develop it further. Towards the end of the
workshop, however, in the final phase, the children usually were
more reluctant to new ideas that could delay the work process.
Throughout the workshop the children discussed and valued each
other’s ideas in relation to what was possible to do given the
affordances of the mobile smart technology (stop motion app
on the iPad) and the structure of the workshop. This pattern of
other-orientation was evident in all six groups.

In excerpt 3, one of the groups (three girls and one boy) are
working with the desert as their theme. They have not established
a clear story for their game design yet, but they have started
to create a scenic reproduction of a desert with a large sheet
of yellow paper on which they have painted some palm trees,
an oasis and some huts. During this work, they are discussing
different objects normally related to a desert.

Excerpt 3.
Girl 1: How about if we use these... these huts, like for instance
these huts, like an obstacle you [as a player of the game] have
to... or if there are some dangerous animals in the puddles so you
can’t go in there, for then they will take you...
Girl 2: Like sharks or, or crocodiles...
Girl 1: Yes, like dangerous animals, so you have to jump over
here...
Boy 1: Yes, and you can climb this liana then, up the palm tree...
Girl 2: Or you can hide in the huts...
Boy 1:...and throw coconuts
Girl 3: We need to make some coconuts

In this example, girl 1:s idea of creating different obstacles
in the game is received with enthusiasm and support from the
others in the group; they are clearly other-oriented in their ap-
proach towards her and her idea, and consequently her initial
idea sparks and generates new ideas from the others. This exam-
ple shows that the other-orientation often supported creativity
and development of ideas within the groups and facilitated the
progression and completion of the task. In addition, a sense of
community emerged in the groups while discussing each other’s
ideas in relation to the task and to what was possible to do with
the smart mobile technology.

Another example of how the pattern of other-orientation was
manifested in the material, was by the appointment of leadership
within the groups. As in all group work, the participants took on
themselves (or imposed on others) different roles in the groups
and the most prominent role was the leader role. In all groups
one or sometimes two participants were appointed as leaders
either by the rest of the group members or by their own choice
and led the joint work forward. This was most prominent during
the initial stages of the first phase of the workshop, as well as
during the duration of the final phase of the workshop. In the
initial phase, the emergence of a leader or leaders within the
group(s) were important for the work to get started and not get
stuck in the ideation. Here, the paper sheet with the given theme
for the groups which served as a template for the formation of
game designs, usually were filled out by the group leader. In the
final phase of the workshop, the role of the leader was more
characterised by being the one keeping track of time and deciding
what choices to make in order to keep progress in the workshop.

To sum up, both patterns of orientations show that the chil-
dren’s collaborative interactions were designated towards how
to solve the task/problem given, considering the smart mobile
technology and its affordances.

4.2. Affordances fostering collaborative interactions

The analysis of the second theme uncovered instances where
properties of the iPad and the stop-motion app as well as of
the ‘making’ aspects of producing a stop-motion film and the
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ocial environment afforded the children’s production of their
ame designs. In particular, these affordances related to how the
hildren in a solitary and collaborative manner were linking and
raming resources targeting a fixing of the final stop-motion film.
et another pattern in the empirical data was related to how the
hildren channelled their interest relative to being knowledgeable
ame players themselves. The patterns are elaborated in the
ollowing section.

.2.1. Linking and framing as resources for fixing stop-motion video
rototypes
In general, the contextual setup of the workshop activity as

ell as the smart mobile technology provided group cohesion and
pace for collaboration. At the workstations, the children gathered
round the workshop table, mostly standing up and sharing ideas.
hey talked about how these ideas could be materialised and
ivided the work of making the different parts to the stop-
otion prototype between themselves. They were concerned to
ot talk too much but to proceed effectively with their game
esign prototype. While doing this, they also advised each other
bout different techniques and ways of making the characters and
rops for the stop-motion prototype to fit with their overall game
esign idea. After having discussed and divided their work, they
ontinued in solitary modes with producing game props. This
as followed by again gathering around the workstation table
howing each other their creations and discussing how the dif-
erent individually created props and details could come together
n the stop-motion video. This kind of process continued in an
nteractive manner until the stop-motion video was finished. The
ain concern in the discussions was to check that the details they
reated were apt for the overall game design idea. This concern
ed to the children putting much effort into what kind of material
hey used, how colours and shapes could convey a trustworthy
essage and how the solution space was organised.
This example shows how the children were linking and fram-

ng game design ideas and props to finally being able to fix an
uthentic stop-motion prototype. The overall question for the
hildren concerned in what ways the meaning of their prototype
ould become fixed. By ‘fixed’ we refer to how the different
roperties of the prototype were held together to represent a
pecific idea, i.e. how the props afforded the children’s idea. In
ther words, for the props to afford the ideas in authentic ways,
hey had to have a certain fix. This resulted in that it mattered
or the children which material and technique they used and
ow those could help fix the meaning that the children wanted
o convey. Accordingly, the ‘making’ process of the stop-motion
rototype and its affordances (the props and characters) provided
distinct way for the children to organise and shape not only the
top-motion prototype, but also their collaborative interactions.
n this way, the fixing provided a physical property that could be
rganised and shaped via the children’s linkings, framings, and
iscussions of different kinds, which represented the children’s
articular take on the prototype as well as on their collaborative
nteractions.

Another example concerning linking and framing to fix an
uthentic stop-motion prototype was the children’s concern of
onveying an aesthetically well composed game design. They put
uch effort into the balancing of different perceptual properties
uch as colour, texture, motion, and sound. In other words, the
hildren wanted to achieve a desirable outcome. Here, the matter
f having opportunities to make choices played a role. This was
hown through the ways the children explored different choices
f sound and music to accompany the overall game design idea.
he Stop Motion Studio app offered different sound and music
racks, which the children playfully and humorously tried out to
et the best fix for their stop-motion prototype. This trying-out
9

undertaking permitted the children to become particular about
the style of the message they wanted to convey. The option
of choices became a significant aspect of the design process as
it empowered the children to realise their imagined solutions,
which they wished to be original.

4.2.2. Channelling of interest when producing stop-motion films
The second pattern concerned the ways children channelled

their interest in digital games coming from their knowledge of be-
ing experienced game players. Illustrating this was the different
game design characteristics that they implemented in the stop-
motion prototype, e.g., audio-visual feedback, different challenge
levels, social play, and rewards. For example, the group who had
‘the city’ as a game theme, placed coins on the streets in the city
for the player to collect and, if successful, become rewarded. An-
other example is from the group who had ‘the jungle’ as a game
theme, where they used a level-based and multi-player game
design. The level design was designed to increase in difficulty and
when successful the player became rewarded with more player-
lives. The multi-player aspect included competition between the
players, when failing the player received audio-visual feedback,
where the sound was fading while a visual sign showed ‘‘Game
over, sorry Player 2’’.

Based on the two above-described recurring patterns, the sec-
ond theme uncovers how the smart mobile technology promoted
the game design process, but also how it instigated it. The way
the Stop Motion-app offered a variation of design choices helped
the children to compose a balanced stop-motion prototype that
represented a production that they felt pride in.

4.3. Challenges hindering collaborative interactions

The third analytical theme demonstrates how two of the
groups experienced challenges that hindered the collaboration
and the ‘making’ process. In particular, this was expressed through
conditional contradictions and controversies. While all groups
started out with the ideation by framing and detailing potential
content of the initial game designs, one of the groups was hin-
dered by this and got stuck in the process. After guidance from
the assisting teachers, it became clear that their way of approach-
ing the ideation was to start with using the technology. In this
way, they could explore how different ideas and solutions worked
in a ‘smart’ way, i.e. a kind of rapid prototyping, which helped
them to end up with a content solution. This example shows how
a critical situation triggered the group to apply another approach
to get started with the game design process, which could be
considered as a form of productive contradiction (Damşa et al.,
2013).

Another example illustrates how some group members in
different groups got stuck in details, which created tensions be-
tween the group members’ individual ideas. In one of the groups,
a boy enjoyed making monkeys as characters of their game plot
and wanted to make more of them. However, the two assigned
group leaders argued that it was not a good idea to make more
monkeys as it would take time away from the rest of the pro-
duction work they had planned to do. The argument ended up
with the boy instead helping out with making other props of their
game plot. This has some useful implications for smart mobile
technology insofar as carefully considering how, when, and in
what form bridging a collaborative activity and personal factors
to enable productive interactions.

The third theme demonstrated how contradictions can insti-
gate a change in courses of action and furthermore how con-
troversies can shape situations where collaborative interactions
become challenged (Damşa et al., 2013).
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. Discussion

By means of a creativity workshop case performed with school
hildren, this article aims to explore how school children’s col-
aborative interactions unfolds, while engaged in problem-solving
ctivities using smart and mobile technology. Recurring patterns
f the children’s collaborative interactions identified in the ma-
erial, show that they deployed different orientations of other-
rientation and task-orientation during the workshop. The task-
rientation among the children was obviously connected to their
or an) eagerness to perform the task within the given time frame.
n this way, the children approached the task according to an
ducational institutional context acting on what they understood
as expected of them, i.e., to finish the task in time (Furberg,
010). The other-orientation was closely connected to the chil-
ren’s sensitivity for the other group members, as well as an
nsight into the importance of the social interaction and scaf-
olding for the progression of the collaborative group work. In
ine with Lave and Wenger (1991), the children were concerned
ith supporting each other to become active participants in a
ollective and productive way. Even though the collaborative and
ocial aspects keep up the balance in the group, it is the task
ompletion that becomes the primary target for the groups. This
an be seen when, for example, disagreements do not reach a
onflict situation in the group or when processes of negotiation
ue to disagreements do not continue for too long, but rather are
hortened by the group’s choice of a pragmatic solution. Barab
nd Plucker (2002) underline that disagreements between people
an be a resource for developing new ideas. On the contrary, we
rgue that completion became the most important for the groups.
owever, ideas and disagreements also contributed to children’s
wareness of the implications of their thoughts and choices. They
xplicated them and created joint groundings for their efforts
hrough which they could challenge ideas and understandings
f the problems they approached. This is to say that divergent
deas can be beneficial if they lead to further elaboration and
egotiation (Barab & Plucker, 2002).
Given the combination of other-orientation and task-

rientation in the collaborative interactions among the children,
here was a need for group leaders to take charge within the
roup constellations. This combination of orientations also re-
ulted in the unfolding of disagreements and negotiations taking
lace during the problem solving (Barab & Plucker, 2002). These
lements had an important impact on how children’s ideas even-
ually manifested during the workshop activities. Negotiations
ere used by the group to drive elaboration of ideas, but only
p to a certain point. Due to the time issue of finishing the task,
he group leader often dealt with this in a pragmatic way with the
pinion of the group member with a different viewpoint. In such
ituations it was clear that to solve the design problem, the group
sed the smart mobile technology as well as the creative material
o make their viewpoints transparent. Here, the children could
uild on each other’s creations through which they reached a
ecision, but not necessarily consensus. This is in line with studies
y Damşa et al. (2013).
We have emphasised that creating a stop-motion video rep-

esenting the group’s game idea was not a linear or easy task
o do but required intense negotiation. This, in turn, created an
ncreased motivation as some of the group members realised that
chieving this goal was dependent on not only themselves but
lso their peers. This seemed to influence how they provided
oth emotional and instructive support to each other. This kind of
ollaborative motivation also seemed to increase the individuals’
esire to be timely on the task. In addition, and in line with
ave and Wenger’s idea that successful learning is a result of an
ncreasingly central participation in a collective and productive
10
ctivity (Lave & Wenger, 1991), a sense of community emerged
hen the children worked on solving the problem of design-

ng and producing a joint digital game idea using smart mobile
echnology.

The study applied a contextual approach (Damşa et al., 2013;
urberg, 2010; Lave & Wenger, 1991), which highlighted the
mportance of the physical environment (the workstation and
ts attributes) and the distinctive opportunities and limitations it
reated when including smart mobile technology. This includes
recognition of the reciprocal relationship between context and

smart’-based activities to drive and support collaborative inter-
ction. This is aligned with previous research (cf Kearney et al.,
019; Kim et al., 2013; Kinnula & Iivari, 2021; Makhaeva et al.,
016). We claim that these issues are vital to consider when
t comes to the use of smart mobile technology in educational
ettings. In line with Chang and Hwang (2019), the present study
inpointed how the pedagogical framework contributed to mean-
ngful interactions as it included a topic where the children had
rior experiences and a space that afforded open-ended as well
s focused learning opportunities. In this regard, we stress that
pedagogical framework applied together with smart mobile

echnology should acknowledge the structure of a social practice
ather than only putting forward a pedagogical structure as a
ource of learning.
Lave and Wenger (1991) underline that participation in learn-

ng activities are not necessarily directly dependent on peda-
ogical goals, even when they appear to be a central factor
like in classroom activities). Instead, they argue that learning
hould be holistically understood including its multiplicity of
nteractions and relations. Hence, based on our findings, we argue
hat affording children’s interest and an open-ended pedagogical
tructure allowed for contradictions and controversies among the
hildren’s viewpoints (cf Barab & Plucker, 2002; Damşa et al.,
013). Here, the guidance by the research assistants contributed
o respectful conversations (Cumbo et al., 2019). This, in turn,
ave space for meaningfulness where different viewpoints and
greements became constitutive of collaborative interactions. By
sing terms of Lave and Wenger [48:116], this is to say that
o be part of collaborative interactions including smart mobile
echnology ‘‘does not take place in a static context’’. Considering
ll this, in what ways were the different affordances appropriate,
.e. ‘apt’?

This study showed that the affordances of linking, framing, and
nterest (Kress, 2010; van Leeuwen, 2005) was apt for children’s
hysical exploration to drive their use of smart mobile technol-
gy. The ‘driving’ was apparent when they tried out different
ays of representing their game idea to fix their stop-motion

prototype, which as such included several discussions and nego-
tiations. Furthermore, it was visible as the topic (game design)
appealed to the children’s interest and experiences (cf Lave &
Wenger, 1991). On the other hand, smart mobile technology
embraced the affordance of choice, which became a driver of
collaborative interactions in situations where the children should,
for example, choose what kind of sound and/or music that should
accompany their game plot. In line with Kress (2010), we point
out these affordances as such have distinct meaning-potentials
contributing to meaningful collaborative interactions. Further-
more, the study showed how physical and smart attributes either
supported or drove collaborative interactions. This was the con-
text where discussions, disagreements and negotiations became
materialised and where new meanings emerged. When consid-
ering collaborative problem-solving processes and their implica-
tions for fostering skills in making and creating, it is important
to acknowledge interpretation and meaning making as part of
understanding creation (Ind & Coates, 2013), but also regarding
fostering of social skills (Koh et al., 2015). In the present study,
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e have pointed out that children’s prior knowledge and skills
re of importance when using game-based tasks. This contributed
o the fact that children could overcome hindrances when they
onsidered a task too complex (Kress, 2010; Schmidt, 2011) or
hen they were engaged in collaborative interactions (Kangas,
010), as well as regarding problem-solving (Sánchez & Olivares,
011) and meaning making (Ind & Coates, 2013).
The present study includes limitations related to being con-

ext bound and to the absence of a baseline study or control
roup. Further studies including larger samples and initiated with
baseline study on children’s problem-solving tendencies, ap-

itudes, interests, etc., are needed to determine causality rela-
ions as well as to generalise the study results regarding school
hildren’s collaborative interactions in problem solving activi-
ies while developing digital game designs using smart mobile
echnology. In particular, the absence of a control group did not
ermit to univocally understand the influence of smart mobile
echnology compared to other collaborative design approaches.
his would have strengthened the rigour of the study. Neverthe-
ess, this paper provides a rich account of collaborative interaction
nstances, which provides a clear overview of the study. The
esults also demonstrate that even though they cannot simply be
eneralised, the findings clarify the complex relationship related
o children’s collaborative interactions when engaged in problem
olving activities using smart mobile technology. By having in-
luded other forms of evidence from different types of research,
he outcomes of the present study become more robust.

.1. Conclusion

This article investigated how school children’s collaborative
nteractions developed, while engaged in problem-solving ac-
ivities using smart and mobile technology to develop digital
ame-based designs. The activity pushed the children towards
wo kinds of collaborative orientation; (1) task-orientation and
2) other orientation. Task-orientation emerged when children’s
mbitions were directed towards finishing the game design (or
olving the problem) within the given time frame. Thus, their
ollaborative interactions were goal-driven, where the goal of the
hildren’s negotiations was to keep the work moving forward
n an as straight-forward way as possible. Other-orientation em-
nated from the children’s acting towards each other by showing
ensitivity toward the others’ views and ideas. The activity also
emonstrated how the children’s collaborative interactions were
hallenged and for a while hindered them in solving the problem
t hand. However, these challenges opened up for the children to
laborate and negotiate the situation, which by the end changed
he situation from being challenging to becoming productive.

During the digital game design activity, the children’s ideas
ere manifested through linking and framing to convey an aes-
hetically well composed stop-motion prototype. The matter of
aving opportunities to make choices was important, e.g., by ex-
loring sound and music to accompany their overall game design
dea. This explorative and experimenting with choices allowed
he children to become particular about the style of the message
hey wanted to convey. It was clear that the children’s game
esign ideas were manifested through their interest and expe-
iences of playing digital games themselves. This was explicated
hen the children presented their stop-motion prototype.
A main contribution of this study relates to the activity’s

orkshop design including different phases, and a combination
f smart mobile technology and creative material as a founda-
ion for applying game-making in educational contexts to sup-
ort collaboration and energise problem-solving. In particular,
his has implications for how to develop mobile game-based
earning strategies where children’s interest and experiences are
11
crucial values when fostering their learning through collabora-
tive problem-oriented tasks. Another contribution of this work
relates to the limited research about making games as a way to
apply game-based learning. The results showed how this form of
learning creates a source of togetherness, which, in turn, creates
not only awareness of a joint purpose, but also in the extended
collaborative experience of working towards a collective goal.
This has implications for new ways of designing for learning that
include viable tools to nurture innovative learning experiences,
which as such contribute to a broader understanding of game-
based learning activities. We suggest that outcomes from this
study have important implications for the methodological field
of including smart mobile technology in education.

SELECTION AND PARTICIPATION OF CHILDREN
We recruited an entire class of third graders (22 children)

aged 9–10 in a Swedish elementary school. Initial contact was
made to the school principal, who approved the researchers to
approach the class teacher in asking about participation in the
study. Written information of the study was sent out to the
class teacher, who forwarded it to the children’s guardians. All
guardians approved their children’s participation in the study
through written informed consent. Furthermore, the teacher read
out loud the written information about the study for the children,
and the children gave their verbal consent to participate. When
arriving at the university, where the study was carried out, the
researchers explained the study procedure to the children and
their teachers and answered any questions. During the workshop
session, the children were orally informed that they could discon-
tinue the study at any time if they wished to do so. The whole
duration of the study was carried out under supervision of the
children’s class teachers.
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